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ERBBINA IN CARIA?
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The patchy Lycian historiography records a fairly long list of dynasts under the Achaemenids, albeit only a handful is known beyond the simple mention of their name. Erbbina (Arbinas in its Greek form) son of Kheriga (Gergis) is one of the better documented dynasts with epigraphic, numismatic and archaeological evidence for his rule which can be dated to c. 400-380 BC. Coin evidence as well as inscriptions from Xanthos and the Letoon suggest that Erbbina had been active in the western part of Lycia. Two Greek epigrams from the Letoon describe the military achievements of Erbbina. His valour is praised and special mention is made of his conquest and sack of the cities of Xanthos, Pinara and the ‘well harboured’ Telmessos when he was only twenty years old and within a single month. His reign of terror among the Lycians is also related with pride. At Xanthos, Erbbina is mentioned in the ‘Inscribed Pillar’ whose inscription was probably engraved during his lifetime; he also had a statue base erected for himself on which he is described as a tyrannos and he is believed to be responsible for the construction of the Nereid Monument.

From a numismatic point of view, current evidence indicates that Erbbina struck only at Telmessos, a town very close to the Carian border. During the early Lycian dynastic period, the political status of Telmessos is not entirely clear. It seems that until the last quarter of the fifth century BC, it managed to stay independent from Xanthian authority. Erbbina’s predecessors Kherēi and Ddēnewele struck coins inscribed telebelihe (Telmessos in Lycian) and no earlier dynast is known to have minted in that place.

---

1. Thousands of Lycian coins have survived and provide a useful catalogue of personal and place names, many of which are only known from numismatic evidence. At least 50 names are recorded and some coins include both the name of the coin issuer (dynast) and the name of the mint. It is not always easy to distinguish the nature of these names and in the past a number of toponyms have been mistaken for anthroponyms (e.g. Zemuri, Zagaba, Wẽdri). New names continue to appear with the discovery of unpublished coins (e.g. ekhug, seen in trade); and, in some cases, dynasts are taken out of the Lycian catalogue, like Uvug (Uwug) whose coinage is now more convincingly attributed to the Carian dynast Orou, see Konuk 2007b.


4. SEG 39, 1414 (Bousquet 1975: 143-144) describes his courage, bowmanship, horsemanship and wisdom. These are skills which are usually associated with hunting which may indicate a Persian origin. It is interesting to note that Erbbina is in fact a Persian name.

5. Bousquet 1987: 127. Though all the inscriptions might not be his, see Domingo Gygax - Tietz 2005: 96 who pointed out that the inscribed pillar was not made in one go but was the result of different historical moments.


7. Mørkholm - Zahle 1976: 52. Keen 1998: 147 unconvincingly suggests that the anonymous fourth century BC coins struck by Xanthos, Patara, Pinara, Tlos, Telmessos, Kadyanda, Khīkhī and Araxa might all have been issued by Erbbina. Telmessos being otherwise the only town to advertise its ethnic, an exception which would be difficult to explain. Contemporary rulers such as Aruwatijesi with whom Erbbina shared a die minted on both the western and eastern standards as did Wēkhssere II. Ddênewele, also minted coins only on the western standard, some at Telmessos, and shared a die with Erbbina but used it before him. Tietz 2003: 62-78 wonders whether Ddênewele might not be in fact a place name; for the catalogue of these coins: 359-363.

Although culturally Lycian, Telmessos was not a typical Lycian town and Carian elements and influence ought to have been present. Its geostrategic location made its control essential to anyone willing to exert authority over the westernmost parts of Lycia. The border between Caria and Lycia is to be placed somewhere in the plain between Kaunos and Telmessos, but it is not possible to identify a precise line which must have shifted through times. Relations between Carians and Lycians in this border area are not well documented but some assumptions have been made. Kaunos, which seems to have been ruled in the late fifth century BC by Lycian dynasts, possibly Erbbina’s father, was according to Bousquet the starting point of Erbbina’s conquest of the three Lycian cities. This suggestion was not based on anything solid and Louis Robert attempted to reconstruct the order of Erbbina’s campaign by using historical geography and topography as well as several travel accounts from the last centuries. He proposed that Erbbina must have resided in and started his conquests from Tlos and not from Kaunos contra Bousquet. It must be acknowledged that current evidence does not favour either town, but coins, as will be explained below, indicate that Caria or Carians must have held some interest for Erbbina. Another well-known connection between Kaunos and Lycia is the cult of the “Kaunian king” attested at Xanthos and the Letoon through the inscribed pillar and the trilingual inscription.

In discussing the political events involving Caria and Lycian dynasts, one should also mention a stater of Erbbina minted at Telmessos which bears a two-letter legend in the Carian script. Its description is as follows:

Obv. Head of Athena (= the Lycian goddess Malija) left in Attic helmet; dotted circle.

Rev. Heracles fighting left with club, left foot placed on rock; along the right edge, erbbina in Lycian

---

10 Tietz 2003: 113-115. In the Athenian Tribute Lists, Telmessians and Lycians are grouped together but are clearly distinguished (occurring three times, in 452/1, 451/0 and 446/5). Did Athens not consider Telmessos as Lycian, at least in a political sense? Bryce 1986: 105.
13 Bousquet 1975: 145.
14 Robert 1978: passim.
17 Raimond 2004: 396.
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This stater is part of Erbbina’s regular issues from Telmessos and is the only known example to bear a legend in Carian. It was first published by Newton20, and Six entertained the idea that these letters might be Carian and read them as er21. Babelon followed Six’s reading and confirmed that they were the first two letters of Erbbina’s name in Carian22. Subsequently various readings based on the changing values given through the years to the letters have been proposed (er, te, is and finally it)23. As Robinson rightly pointed out these letters give the impression of having been engraved onto the die afterwards24. Given the geographical proximity of Telmessos and Kaunos, we may assume that the letters were close to the alphabet of the Carian city. New evidence from the bilingual inscription from Kaunos has led Adiego25 and Meier-Brügger26 to give Ψ the value t. They wondered whether i might not stand for the initial of Erbbina in Carian and t for the initial of Telmessos (telebehi in Lycian). If the two letters are part of the same word, however, this would thus give the transliteration ti and stand for the first two letters of Telmessos27. Noting the Carian legend of Erbbina’s stater, Bousquet wondered: “Etait-il [Erbbina] à la tête d’un canton de Carie au moment de la mort de Gergis? et ne pourrait-on pas penser à Caunos, puisque la stèle trilingue a permis de reconnaître dans la chronique lyccienne le nom de Caunos et du Basileus Kaunos? L’avenir dira oui ou non?”28. Being a Lycian dynast minting exclusively at Telmessos, one should not be surprised to find Carian letters on his coins29. More unexpected would be to have a Carian issue bearing his name in Carian as the following coin suggests:

Obv. Naked male figure, with wings at shoulder and heel, in the kneeling-running position advancing left, head and legs right, trunk frontal, left arm raised and right arm lowered; groundline.

Rev. Bull standing right; above and below, in two lines, £¢ / ΦΑ (drive / nibr); all within incuse square with dotted border.

Aeginetic standard stater; c. 400 BC.

London, BM, CM 1934-0611-4 (11.62g; 09H).

---

22 Babelon 1910: n° 385.
23 Friedrich 1932: 122 confirmed the Carian origin of these letters and accepted that they were Erbbina’s initials. Robinson 1939: 275; Masson 1974: 128-129; Markholm - Zähle 1976: 54, 57; Markholm-Neumann 1978: 29, followed him but Steinherr 1955: 184–192 preferred to give the letter Ψ a t value and proposed re which could correspond to the Lycian legend te(telebehi) erbbina found on other coins. Adiego 1992: 28 convincingly showed that Ψ should have the value i. Schürr 1992: 129, 151 proposed is.
24 Robinson 1939: 275.
26 Meier-Brügger 1998: 45.
28 Bousquet 1975: 145.
29 The supposed Carian legend on the obverse of a stater of Kuprilli is problematic, Ca 1999a. Some of its letters do not seem to be Carian and its meaning is certainly not the Carian ethnic of Xanthos, contra Dunford 1991, see Konuk 2007, M54.
This unique specimen was reportedly obtained near Fethiye (Telmessos)\textsuperscript{30}. The winged figure on the obverse is well known from other series (described by Troxell as Mint A [now identified as Kaunos] and Mint B)\textsuperscript{31} of which many specimens were included in the \textit{IGCH} 1180 hoard\textsuperscript{32}. A more recent hoard, unpublished but mentioned by Konuk had a similar composition with many coins of Kaunos\textsuperscript{33}. Hoard evidence indicates that “winged Carians” of Mint B must have been struck by a mint situated not far from Kaunos. We may therefore take as reliable the Fethiye-Telmessos provenance of our unique coin. The bovine reverse type was quite common on Carian coins, usually depicted as a protome or a head and placed on the reverse\textsuperscript{34}. Keramos put a full depiction of a bull standing right on the obverse of its earliest Carian and Greek legend bronze coins\textsuperscript{35}. With regards to the legend, it appears that there are two separate words written by means of seven letters in the Carian script which makes it the longest inscribed coin in the Carian script known to date\textsuperscript{36}. The orientation of letters suggests a reading from right to left. The last letter, partly erased, is Φ (ii) rather than Θ (ś), even though the latter is a more common ending used for indicating the genitive form. Robinson also read the last letter as Φ but its value then was assumed to be vo\textsuperscript{37}. In fact, only the first two letters of the legend (\textit{at}) were given correct values. The transliteration should thus be \textit{atd i rbiñ}. As an independent word, \textit{rbiñ} shows a striking similarity with Erbbina. We do not know how his name was rendered in Carian but \textit{rbiñ} is a form that would be quite acceptable in that language\textsuperscript{38}. As for the word \textit{atd}, it is likely to be the beginning of the issuing town’s name; though no toponym beginning with these letters is known in the Kaunos-Telmessos region. The few ethnics mentioned in the Athenian Tribute Lists (Telandrioi, Kalyndioi, Kryes) for this region are Greek renditions of Carian names and we know that in some cases these can be quite different (e.g. Kbid-/Kaunos; Kho-/Keramos)\textsuperscript{39}. There is however a town named Attarimma mentioned in Hittite sources\textsuperscript{40}. On philological grounds, Carruba has identified Attarimma as \textit{trimmili}, the native name Lycians called themselves\textsuperscript{41}. Termessos (major) has been proposed by Börker-Klähn\textsuperscript{42}. On geographical grounds, Hawkins has suggested a more convincing location at Telmessos in Lycia\textsuperscript{43}. If we accept Attarimma as the late Bronze Age Telmessos, one wonders whether this form might not have survived in Carian. The beginning \textit{atd} for the mint our coin found in Telmessos would certainly be a perfect fit for Attarimma. If our attribution is right, Telmessos would have basically struck a Carian coin. In contrast to the Telmessian stater of Erbbina with Carian letters, this coin is a typical issue.

\textsuperscript{30} Robinson 1936a: 188, pl. XII, 17; Robinson 1939: 270, 272.
\textsuperscript{31} Troxell 1979; for Kaunos, see Konuk 1998.
\textsuperscript{32} Robinson 1936b: 265. Reportedly unearthed up-country in the Caro-Lycian border in 1932, it consisted of 144 coins of which at least 85 are staters of Kaunos dated c. 420 BC. Of similar content is \textit{IGCH} 1181 found somewhere between Muğla and Fethiye, see Troxell 1979: 264.
\textsuperscript{33} Konuk 2007b: 107.
\textsuperscript{34} See e.g. \textit{SNG Kayhan}, 832, 949-976, 990; Konuk 2007a: M38-M49. The square form of the reverse incuse is not necessarily indicative of an early date; Erbbina used both square and round incuses for his Telmessian coinage.
\textsuperscript{36} See Konuk 2007a.
\textsuperscript{37} Robinson 1939: 272, he followed Friedrich’s system which was available at that time: Friedrich 1932.
\textsuperscript{38} I am grateful to Ignacio Adiego for confirming this (personal communication).
\textsuperscript{39} Other toponyms in the area include Arymaxa, Lydai, Lyrmai, Lissai, Daidala, Hippukome, Oktapolis, Pisilis, Pepia, Symbra; for these, see Tietz 2003, chapter 4.
\textsuperscript{40} Chiefly the annals of Mursili, year 3 which details the geography of the land of Arzawa and the Tawagalawa letter of the reign of Hattusili III, see Hawkins 1998: 14-26.
\textsuperscript{41} Carruba 1996: 33.
\textsuperscript{42} Börker-Klähn 1990: 62.
of a Carian mint on the grounds of its type, legend and Aeginetan weight-standard, which was widely used in south-west Caria and never struck by Lycian mints. With regards to its date, Robinson proposed 475 BC, but like his chronology of other Carian coins (e.g. of Kaunos), it is too early. He considered our coin to have been overstruck on an Aeginetan stater, though I have examined the coin myself and have not seen traces of an undertype. The difficulty is that there is no hoard context to help us and we therefore have to rely basically on style, which is not always very reliable. I believe nonetheless that a date of c. 450-400 BC would be a fair guess and this would not entirely rule out the rbiñ - Erbbina equation.

What might have prompted Erbbina to put Carian letters on his Telmessian staters and to apparently issue a Carian coinage near the Lycian border or at Telmessos itself? We already mentioned his military campaign to conquer Xanthos, Pinara and Telmessos. Bousquet, who pointed out that these three cities were used as mints by Erbbina’s predecessor, Kherēi, further suggested that Kherēi usurped Erbbina’s rightful throne on the death of Kheriga. It would appear that Erbbina had to fight in order to gain power and that the succession between Kherēi and Erbbina did not happen smoothly. As seen above, Kaunos which was probably under the rule of his father, might have been the starting base of Erbbina’s campaign to conquer the three Lycian cities. His presence in this city is entirely conceivable if he was forced to flee to Caria after his father’s death when he was probably just an infant. Kaunos then became his starting point when, some years later, at the young age of twenty, he was ready to launch a military campaign (against Kherēi?) to retake the towns over which his father once ruled. These assumptions seem to be supported by coin evidence which draws clear connections between Caria and Erbbina. If our attribution to Erbbina is right, his Carian staters might have been struck to pay for Carian mercenary forces fighting to assert Erbbina’s authority over western Lycia, at a time when he was still in Caria or already at Telmessos, engaged in what would turn out to be a successful campaign, c. 400 BC.

---

44 Bousquet 1987: 127. It may be objected that being only twenty when he assumed power, Erbbina would have been simply too young to directly succeed his father. Keen 1998: 143 remarked that Kheriga and Kherēi’s respective coinages do not share any die-links in the way that Kuprlli’s and Kheriga’s do; there are also no die-links between Kherēi and Erbbina.

45 Erbbina’s coinage might have been minted in time of war at the beginning of his reign, which would explain why he minted only at Telmessos: Keen 1998: 146.
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